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NEW PANEL FABRICATION EQUIPMENT FOR GIROUX GLASS, INC.  

 
 
LOS ANGELES, CA, January 10, 2017 –Giroux Glass, Inc. announces that it has recently upgraded its panel fabrication capabilities 
with the installation of a new PANELBuilderTM.  Manufactured by AXYZ International, it represents one more impressive piece of CNC 
(computer numerical control) equipment for fabricating aluminum composite and metal composite materials in Giroux Glass’ San 
Bernardino, California-based plant. The new addition, along with the installation of custom saw/feeders, will enhance Giroux Glass 
glazing projects and benefit their customers in several important ways. 
 
One clear advantage to customers is better pricing for the fabrication portion of the project. By eliminating the need to purchase from 
a separate fabrication company, savings can and will be passed along to general contractors and building owners. 
 
Another benefit to general contractors installing complete (glass and panel) wall systems, is that they need interact with only Giroux 
Glass, thus eliminating any need to source and collect bids from an additional subcontractor. 
 
Timing will also benefit from Giroux Glass being responsible for fabricating panels needed for their glazing jobs.  With tight deadlines 
always an issue, fabrication schedules can be accelerated as projects require, and not according to those of any outside companies. If 
just several pieces are unexpectedly needed for an ongoing job, that control of the schedule can ensure the project’s uninterrupted, 
smooth progress. 
 
General contractors will also benefit from having one subcontractor be solely accountable in the case of troubleshooting the source of 
any potential leaks, should a wall unit fail. Giroux Glass alone maintains responsibility for the integrity of the entire system. 

The San Bernardino-based fabrication plant was established in 2008 and has enabled our project managers to be integrally involved 
with the fabrication process of their jobs. Powered by solar panels, the facility was honored with the City’s “Environmental Award” in 
2009. 

PANELBuilder’s AXYZ Model 5018 is considered state of the art in that it offers three heads and includes a printer, with a process area 
of 72” x 216”, and includes software to design, nest and program machine panels in one seamless operation. This makes it possible to 
process all types of cladding materials faster, more consistently and more cost effectively. 
 
About Giroux Glass, Inc.: 

Giroux Glass, Inc., is a glass, glazing and architectural metals contracting company that operates branches in Los Angeles, San 
Bernardino, Las Vegas and Fresno. The company caters to commercial, high-end design, residential and retail sectors, and provides the 
latest cutting-edge technologies and best practices with a variety of CAD and repair services and tenant improvements. 

Giroux Glass was founded in Los Angeles in 1946, and has completed countless notable projects, including on such landmarks as the 
Skywalk at the Grand Canyon, the Getty Museum, the Staples Center, CityCenter and most hotels and casinos on Las Vegas Strip. 
For a slideshow of past projects, please click here. 
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